Fixed-wing vertical-takeoff-and-landing (VTOL) micro air vehicles (MAVs) can transition between two flight modes: forward-flight and near-hover. This study was conducted to improve the transition-performance of such vehicles. Our test subject consists of a rigid Zimmerman wing with an S-shaped airfoil and a propulsion system with contrarotating propellers. The wing had an aspect ratio of 1.9 and was subjected to freestream and slipstream flows while being rapidly pitched about its aerodynamic center (AC). Data was acquired for non-dimensional pitching rates ranging from -0.031 to 0.031 at an average freestream Reynolds number of 86K. Two elevator deflections were used, 0 and -17 deg, as well as three different propulsive-settings corresponding to propulsion-off and average advance ratios of 0.47 and 0.60.
I. Introduction
The term Micro Air Vehicle (MAV) refers to aircraft that are significantly smaller than conventional aircraft. MAVs typically have a maximum linear dimension between 15 and 30 cm and can be classified according to their mode of flight: fixed-wing, rotary-wing or flapping-wing. Fixed-wing MAVs typically utilize either a singlepropeller, contra-rotating propellers or counter-rotating propellers. MAVs can be remotely controlled, fullyautonomous, semi-autonomous or switchable between the three. They are often used as sensor platforms; carrying cameras, chemical sensors or anything that is sufficiently small and light. Unlike their larger cousins (UAVs), many MAVs can operate close to the ground, in cluttered environments and indoors. Some advantages of these small craft include: low visual signatures, high maneuverability and low-cost manufacturing, maintenance, and storage.
Rotary-wing MAVs have the maneuverability and low-speed flight capability necessary to be effective in restrictive operational environments, but they generally lack the range, endurance, payload capacity and dash speed of their fixed-wing cousins. Fixed-wing craft are typically incapable of either hovering or operating effectively in restrictive environments. To combine the desirable features of both classes fixed-wing vertical-takeoff-and-landing (VTOL) MAVs have been developed at the University of Arizona 1,2 which include the Vertigo, Mini-Vertigo, and Mini-Vertigo 2 (MV2). The University of Arizona has won awards at different international MAV competitions using the aforementioned VTOL MAVs.
Fig. 1 Mini-Vertigo 2 MAVs
Mini-Vertigo 2 is a very capable vehicle. During horizontal flight the craft is faster and more efficient than typical rotary-wing MAVs. MV2 is capable of hovering and has a cruise speed of 15 m/s; it is also capable of fullyautonomous flight using GPS waypoint navigation. Telemetry data, live video and other information is acquired via a ground station during flight. For non-autonomous flight MV2 can be remotely piloted using a transmitter (with integrated gyros for stabilization).
The aerodynamics of fixed-wing VTOL MAVs, which utilize a Zimmerman wing and contra-rotating propellers, is complex. The flow field around such aircraft is heavily influenced by the freestream, its own tip vortices, and its propeller-induced pulsating slipstream. The craft operate at low Reynolds numbers (LRN), have low aspect ratios (LAR) and function at very high angles of attack (AOA). They are capable of rapid-pitching as they transition between flight modes. Vehicle performance during transition can be improved with data obtained in the present study, after the data is integrated into autopilot control algorithms. Also, acquired data may be helpful toward development of autonomous perching 3, 4 capabilities. Steady aerodynamics of LRN propellers has been studied by Uhlig and Selig 5 who compared experimental measurements with theoretical predictions of propeller performance; they found that codes based on Blade Element Momentum Theory do not provide accurate predictions of propeller performance in the post-stall region, owing to 3D effects. Another study was conducted by Ol and Zeune, 6 which included tests of several off-the-shelf propellers. The study 6 found that propeller performance is sensitive to Reynolds number at low advance ratios, efficiency increases with Reynolds number and "square" props have the highest peak efficiency.
There have been several studies related to steady aerodynamics of LAR, LRN wings. One particularly comprehensive project was undertaken by Torres 7 who examined the effects of planform, aspect ratio and leading edge shape on wing aerodynamic coefficients. Torres found that the location of the aerodynamic center (AC) for LAR, LRN wings is not necessarily fixed at the quarter-chord (quarter-chord of each airfoil falls on a straight-line). Data also showed that a tapered approximation to an elliptic wing is equivalent in performance to the elliptic wing itself. Another study was performed by Pelletier and Mueller 8 whose results demonstrated the beneficial effect of camber on LRN, LAR wings.
A few studies of steady slipstream/freestream interaction have been conducted. 9, 10 Kuhn developed a semiempirical model for VTOL propeller-wing-flap configurations for high Reynolds numbers at low AOA. 9 Another paper was authored by Kuhn and Draper 10 which explored the same configuration, but up to 90 degrees AOA. The papers quantified: augmentation of wing lift due to propeller-slipstream, the effect of lift augmentation on wing drag and AOA effects on propulsion. A LAR, LRN study of the effect of a contra-rotating propulsive slipstream on wing aerodynamics was conducted by Hoffman 1 who noted a significant delay in wing stall owing to the propulsive slipstream (the velocity profile behind propellers was also studied). A paper written by Shkarayev et al. 2 summarized fixed-wing VTOL MAV aerodynamics and design. It was stated that a contra-rotating propulsive slipstream causes the laminar-to-turbulent transition point to move toward the leading edge of a wing, causing a significant increase in drag.
A study by Randall et al. 11 characterized the steady aerodynamics of MV2-configuration fliers and their propulsion systems. The study 11 addressed issues associated with non-dimensional coefficients applied to VTOL MAVs, and proposed new coefficient formulations.
Transitory pitching-airfoil research was conducted by Visbal and Shang 12 at LRN. They varied pitch-axis location and noted a strong quantitative dependence of flow features on both pitching rate and pitch-axis location. In another paper, 13 Visbal used the difference between a constant and a decaying exponential function of time to describe the acceleration of an airfoil to constant pitching-rate for numerical investigation. The effect of varying the period of acceleration to constant pitching-rate was found to be limited to the early stages of airfoil motion.
A lot of work has been done on pitching-and-plunging airfoils, which may offer insight into the present study. Much pitching-plunging airfoil research has been conducted for application to flapping-wing vehicles. 14, 15, 16 Oscillatory motion, rather than transitory motion, was of utmost concern. Non-dimensional numbers like reduced frequency and Strouhal number were used to characterize the flow. Computer simulations, theoretical models, and experimental results have been compared and discussed.
The objective of this study is to investigate the effect of rapid-pitching on the aerodynamics of fixed-wing VTOL MAVs utilizing a Zimmerman wing and contra-rotating propellers. Acquired data should be useful for improving autopilot performance during rapid-pitching maneuvers, including transition between flight modes.
II. Model and Experimental Apparatus
The experimental model consists of a wing and a propulsion system. The fixed-wing has a Zimmerman planform and uses a thin reflexed-airfoil. The propulsion system features contra-rotating motors and propellers in a tractor configuration. The model has been tested under steady conditions at different facilities, including the University of Arizona (UA) low-speed wind tunnel, 1,2 the Institut Superieur de l'Aeronautique et de l'Espace (ISAE) in France and now the University of Florida's Research Engineering and Education Facility (REEF). Presented in Figure 2 is a picture of the model. Technical data is presented in Table 1 . The wind tunnel at REEF is an open-loop, open-section tunnel that is capable of airspeeds up to 20 m/s. Installed in the test section is a pitching-plunging mechanism to actuate model motion. The mechanism is driven by two vertically-moving DC motors with DMC controller software. The controller for the actuating motors accepts discretely prescribed motor positions at constant time-steps. The wind tunnel inlet is depicted in Figure 3 and a picture of the mounted model is provided in Figure 4 . A detailed description of the experimental facility can be found in a paper by Albertani and Babcock. Various experimental apparatus were used during testing. A tabulation of equipment is provided in Table 2 . Steady wind tunnel experimentation is generally well-understood, so procedural details are not provided. Unsteady testing is more complex and less routinely undertaken. Therefore, procedural details will be provided for unsteady tests.
III. Steady Results
Aerodynamic forces on the propulsion system are of some interest. The variation of propeller rotation-rate with AOA was investigated, under steady conditions, at REEF. Figure 5 shows variation of propeller rotation rate to be approximately linear in the investigated AOA range, and at the experimental Reynolds number used (86K). Throttlesetting was fixed during tests, but propeller rotation-rate and freestream velocity varied. As a result, advance ratio varies as shown in Figure 6 . Thrust coefficient increases linearly with angle of attack, as seen in Figure 7 . Throttle-setting curves begin to converge near 70 degrees, which suggests that thrust-coefficient may be independent of advance ratio at 90 degrees. Figure 8 indicates that normal force coefficient increases with AOA. Figure 9 describes the steady aerodynamics of the wing. Note that increasing throttle-setting delays stall and increases maximum lift coefficient. As throttle-setting increases, lift and drag coefficients increase throughout the tested AOA domain. For the presented conditions, wing aerodynamic efficiency is approximately independent of elevator deflection and throttle-setting. 
IV. Unsteady Procedure and Processing
Complications associated with dynamic testing are described in considerable detail, along with the procedure used to acquire and verify reliable results.
IV.A. Motions
An ideal flight mode transition might be described by constant-rate pitching without gain or loss of altitude (except for short periods of angular acceleration to-and-from the constant rate). When specifying altitude a logical reference point is center-of-mass. For MV2, and similarly-designed vehicles, center of mass is extremely close to wing aerodynamic center (AC). In the present study the test subject pitches at constant rates about its AC. Experimental pitching rates were selected based on MV2 flight test data, which were presented in a paper by Chu et al. 18 Pitching rates between 2 radians per second are used, which correspond to non-dimensional rates of = 0.031. Non-dimensional pitching-rate, , is defined in Nomenclature. Before a test matrix was fully-developed limitations of the system were considered including maximum permissible balance-loading. Sting balance loads were estimated based on expected inertial and aerodynamic forces prior to testing. Before executing final motions, different acceleration profiles were investigated using lower-rate pre-test motions. As a result of the investigation, actuating motors were accelerated at constant rates to minimize inertial stresses on the balance.
Although the desired AOA range was from 0-90 degrees, the testing system was mechanically limited to a maximum angular displacement of 60 degrees. Test subject angular acceleration was necessary to reach the desired constant pitching-rates (CPR). Afterward, test subject angular deceleration was necessary to return to rest. Acceleration/deceleration magnitude was limited by balance strength. Ten degrees of angular displacement were required for acceleration/deceleration, leaving 50 degrees available for CPR motion. Accordingly, CPR tests span 20 to 70 degrees AOA.
Another limitation was the range of allowable positions for the linear actuating motors, which controlled movement of the experimental model. This was not a true limitation in practice, because it only affected motor starting positions. Since particular model motions were desired, corresponding motor motions had to be determined. A custom MATLAB program was written for that purpose, which was based on system kinematics. The program utilizes a Forward-Euler numerical scheme. Figure 10 shows the height of the actuating motors, Motor A and Motor B, from their lowest allowable position (0 m) for the -2 radian per second pitching motion. The motor motion depicted in Figure 10 involves different stages, which correspond to three stages of model motion: acceleration, CPR and deceleration. Motions were expanded to include five stages: trigger, pause, acceleration, CPR, deceleration and pause. The expanded motion is depicted in Figure 11 . Balance data acquisition is initiated when one of the actuating motors reaches a pre-defined position. A brief initial movement was added to motor motions to trigger data acquisition from the balance. After the triggering movement, there is a one second pause-period. Similarly, there is a period without motion following deceleration. Periods of no-motion are used to verify that aerodynamic forces agree with steady values before the motion and that they approach steady values after the motion. Fully-specified motor position points are presented in Figure 11 for the -2 rad/s pitching motion. Of primary interest are the acceleration and CPR parts, so subsequent figures will omit the trigger and pause periods.
Fig. 11 Extended position of actuating motors vs. time for = -2 rad/s
The model-motion depicted in Figure 12 corresponds to a pitching-rate of -2 rad/s. The end of each line coming from "Tracked Point" touches the location of wing AC, when the wing is present. The vertical position of the AC is constant; its horizontal position changes. Figure 13 charts wing AC location for the same motion, as predicted by a MATLAB motion-generation file. In Figure 13 In pitching-plunging airfoil research, and flapping-wing research, wind tunnel flow velocity (often considered to be freestream velocity) is commonly used as a reference velocity. For consistency, wind tunnel flow velocity is used as a reference velocity in the present study with one minor adjustment. Motion of wing-AC toward the flow increases the effective wind tunnel flow velocity and vice versa when the AC moves away from the flow. Effective wind tunnel flow velocity, V, is used as a reference velocity and will henceforth be referred to as freestream velocity. In this study, freestream velocity is always directed parallel to the ground. It has an average magnitude of 9.2 m/s for all tests, with maximum deviation of up to 0.43 m/s (4.7%).
To improve understanding of unsteady effects it is helpful to compare unsteady data to steady data. Steady data is often presented in terms of AOA, so it is helpful to define AOA during pitching-motions. Accordingly, AOA is defined (for our purposes) as the angle between the wind tunnel flow direction and the instantaneous root chord-line of the wing. In this study AOA is always equal to pitch angle, which follows from the definition (rates of change are also equal). Figure 14 is included to clarify AOA during pitching, where the S-shaped line is the wing's root airfoil and the dashed-line is its instantaneous root-chord. Wind tunnel flow direction is represented by V. Figure 15 confirms that AOA rate of change is equal to pitching-rate. AOA starts at 70 degrees and decreases with time down to 20 degrees because the pitching rate is negative. High-speed videography was used to verify accurate production of desired motions. The AC of the test subject's wing would be coincident with the "Tracked Point" if the wing were present. A high-speed camera was setup alongside the model and was used to observe the position of the point for each programmed motion. Images were acquired at 100 Hz. Both the propulsion system and wind tunnel fan were turned off. Acquired image files were compiled into videos using Windows Movie Maker TM . Software developed by Hedrick 19 analyzed the videos and output AC position coordinates at each frame. For positive pitching-rates observed position was within a few millimeters of desired position, as seen in Figure 17 . For negative pitching rates, the observed x-position of the AC drifted from its desired position ( Figure 18 ). To ensure the wing experienced desired freestream velocity, a 6 th degree polynomial curve-fit to position-data was employed. Observed velocity was obtained after differentiating the curve. Figure 19 compares observed and desired freestream velocity. During the CPR part of the prescribed motions, observed velocity was within 1% of its desired value. As a final check, a protractor was used to estimate model AOA before and after each motion. Observed angles of attack were in good agreement with desired angles. Motion specified by the MATLAB generation file (desired motion) matches observed motion very closely. As a result, non-dimensional coefficients are determined using values of velocity and AOA taken from the generation file. 
Fig. 14 Illustration of unsteady angle of attack

IV.B. Dynamic Testing
Tests were performed according to the matrix given in Table 3 . Setup columns in Table 3 list the objects whose applied loads were measured by the sting balance during testing. Other accounts for things like the balance, the model-balance mount, the wing-stiffening plywood rib, etc. The furthest-right column in each category is broken up into cells. Each cell represents a unique testing condition described by that cell and the cells to its left. Aerodynamic loads on the wing itself are isolated. When a wind-on test is run the signal being read from the sting balance includes aerodynamic forces, and also inertial forces because the system is accelerated through its desired motion. An inertial tare is performed for each motion to isolate aerodynamic forces, as described by Equation 1. Inertial tares correspond to zero Reynolds number and zero-percent throttle-setting tests shown in Table  3 . Because inertial tares are not performed in a vacuum there are aerodynamic influences present. For inertial tares, aerodynamic influences are disregarded because no point on the wing attains a groundspeed greater than 0.85 m/s during any part of any motion.
There is one additional consideration when isolating aerodynamic forces. Propellers and motors do not rotate during inertial tares, but they do rotate during most tests. As the model pitches its rotating propellers and motors also pitch, causing the propulsive axis of rotation to tilt. Consequently, there appears to be an inertial test-tare difference that Equation 1 does not account for. In reality, forces related to spinning-propeller rotational inertia are minor due to contra-rotation. Negligible forces remain because there is a slight difference in moment-arm from the wing's AC to each motor and propeller. Steady tests often record data from a balance for several seconds at each model position. Thousands of recorded pieces of data are averaged for each position and standard deviations can be reliably estimated. In dynamic tests a model is only at a particular position for an instant in time, so each motion is repeated multiple times to gather a set of data at each position. To determine how many times a test should be repeated (to obtain a reliable average), one motion was run 30 times and its data was analyzed. The number of runs used to average the data was varied: the first run only, the first 5 runs, the first 10 runs, the first 15 runs… etc. Figure 20 shows that there is little difference in drag-measurement when 5, 10 or 15 test runs are averaged; similarly there is little difference further up to 30 runs. Five-run convergence was also observed in lift and moment plots. To make curve differences discernable, Figure 20 uses an AOA range of only 14 degrees. A conservative approach was adopted and ten test runs were performed and averaged for each condition in Table 3 . Figure 21 shows data acquired from the balance for one condition, which covers the extended five-part motion depicted in Figure 11 . Recall that there is a brief balance-triggering movement prior to the first no-motion period. The brief movement initiates model swaying (due to lack-of-stiffness), which results in signal oscillation. The frequency of model swaying matches the frequency of signal oscillation seen during the first no-motion period, approximately 15 Hz. The 15 Hz oscillation noticeably dampens prior to acceleration to CPR.
IV.C. Data Filtering
When the model is accelerated to CPR there is a sharp spike in measured force ( Figure 21 ). During CPR motion the signal is very messy and it trends downward. After deceleration there is another no-motion period and 15 Hz oscillations are seen to dampen again. During the second no-motion period the signal is relatively constant (except for noise and oscillation), which suggests a rapid return to quasi-steady flow for the presented case.
The oscillation-to-signal ratio observed in all dynamic tests was very high prior to filtering, especially in the CPR region, as seen in Figure 21 . With regard to data quality, a high oscillation-to-signal ratio is not considered to be a problem. Figure 21 demonstrates that the signal is extremely repeatable as all ten test runs fall on top of one another. Moreover, post-filtering results are smooth, consistent and regular.
Fig. 21 Comparison of unfiltered 1000 Hz data over ten different test runs
To prevent inaccuracy, all of the data (acquired from the balance at 1000 Hz) was converted into force data without filtering. All ten test-runs for each condition in Table 3 were plotted against one another for evaluation (as in Figure 15 ). Agreement between different runs was generally very good except for a couple cases where the balance did not trigger at the appropriate time. Those runs are excluded from averages.
During no-motion periods videography data revealed oscillation in wing AC position, and during the CPR part of motions videography data revealed fluctuation in wing AC position. Position fluctuation amplitude was on the order of a few millimeters and appeared to be periodic. Because a relatively low frame-rate was used, spectral analysis was not applied to AC position data. To estimate the frequency of position fluctuation an unconventional approach was used. First, observed AC position was plotted. Next, discernible peak-pairs and trough-pairs were subjectively identified and their time-spacing was determined from peak-and-trough coordinate points (Figure 22 ). Pairfrequencies were then averaged, yielding the estimate. Average frequencies are provided in Table 4 . The lowest observed average frequency of fluctuation during CPR motions was 7.8 Hz. The source of the fluctuation was the testing system itself. The model was attached to a black rod (Figure 16 ). The rod was still during no-motion periods, but it jerked slightly when the model was pitched. A worn-out self-lubricating bearing is the suspected cause. Spectral analysis was used to assist in selection of an appropriate data filter. Raw voltage data was acquired from the balance at 1000 Hz and it was analyzed using the Fast Fourier Transform routine in MATLAB. Data was not averaged over multiple runs. Some spectral analysis data is presented in Figures 23-25 . Each figure includes two subplots, which present signals for different channels. The axial channel is parallel to the sting-balance axis, and the normal channel is perpendicular to the sting balance axis.
Signal frequencies for a wind-off propulsion-off test are plotted in Figure 23 . There is a strong 10.3 Hz signal in one of the balance's normal-direction channels, which is a result of position fluctuation induced by the testing system (estimated to be 10.4 Hz in Table 4 ). Recall that the model sways slightly during no-motion periods. In practice the frequency of swaying is not always 15 Hz (as observed in Figure 21 ) because the natural frequency of the balance-model varies with experimental setup. Accordingly, the 16.6 Hz signal can be explained by model swaying.
For Figure 23 , the wind and propulsion system are both turned off, so strong balance signals are not expected to be aerodynamic in nature. Accordingly, the 27 Hz signal in the normal channel and the 69 Hz signal in the axial channel are assumed to be electromagnetic (model oscillation was not observed at those frequencies). There are several potential sources of electromagnetic signals; several electrical wires run close to one-another during testing. Electrical wires were present for: communicating throttle-setting, carrying power to the speed-controller, carrying power from the speed controller to the propulsive motors, carrying sting balance signals to the computer and carrying power to the DC model-actuating motors. The large linear DC motors feature sizable magnets that were relatively close to the balance wire. There are also other considerations, including: static electrical build-up, cameras, lights, amplifiers, AC-DC converters etc. The specific source of electromagnetic signals was not determined.
Fig. 23 Frequency response of balance signal (throttle off, wind-off)
Spectral analysis was also performed under wind-on and propulsion-on conditions, as seen in Figure 24 . With the addition of aerodynamic forces the balance becomes more heavily loaded and the relative effect of noise is reduced. There is a strong low-frequency signal in the normal direction channel at 11.1 Hz. The frequency is related to model position fluctuation during CPR motion (10.7 Hz videography estimate). An unlabeled peak near 16 Hz is present, which results from no-motion period swaying, as previously described. The 26.9 Hz signal matches the electromagnetic signal observed in Figure 23 , so it is assumed to be electromagnetic. Weaker normal-channel frequencies from 11-16 and from 16-27 Hz may not be aerodynamic in nature, as the normal channel in Figure 23 possesses comparable frequency signals in those ranges.
In the axial channel there are very strong periodic signals between 104 and 113 Hz. The thrust-axis of the propulsion system is aligned with the axial channel of the balance. High-frequency signals in the axial channel stem from propeller rotation. Under static conditions at 55%-throttle the propeller rotation-rate is 6400 RPM, or 106.7 Hz. There is no such high-frequency signal-component in propulsion-off tests (Figure 23 ). In normal channels propellerrelated signals are relatively weak. The power spectral density of post-10 Hz noise in the axial channel is similar to the power spectral density of noise for the axial channel in Figure 23 , which suggests that the noise is not aerodynamic in nature.
Fig. 24 Frequency response of balance signal (medium rate, medium throttle, wind-on)
Figure 25 shows spectral analysis results for a higher throttle-setting. In the normal channels a low-frequency signal of 7.4 Hz is detected. The detected frequency is related to testing-system induced position fluctuation, which is estimated to be 7.8 Hz under wind-off and propulsion-off conditions. Normal-channel oscillation near 16 Hz is lack-of-stiffness related, while the 23.4 Hz signal is probably electromagnetically-related. Low-frequency signals in the axial direction can be similarly explained. High frequency signals between 126 and 141 Hz come from the propulsion system. At 65%-throttle wind-off rotational frequency is 137.5 Hz. The thrust-axis of the propulsion system is parallel to the axial channel of the balance. Accordingly, the 134.0 Hz signal is very strong in the axial channel and relatively weak in the normal channel.
Fig. 25 Frequency response of balance signal (high rate, high throttle, wind-on)
Selection of data filtering parameters is somewhat subjective. Undesired mechanical and electromagnetic signal oscillations should be removed, but without muting potentially significant aerodynamic phenomenon. Naturally, mechanical and aerodynamic effects cannot be completely decoupled because mechanical oscillation will result in both periodic and non-periodic changes in aerodynamic force (the magnitude of which is not known). Similarly, any propeller imbalance will have an inertial-physical effect on balance signals when the propellers are rotating. Propeller rotation causes high-frequency slipstream pulsation, which affects aerodynamics.
High-frequency force perturbations on the wing may be of interest to the reader, but will not be explored in this study. An over-arching goal is the development of autonomous control for fixed-wing VTOL MAVs during rapid flight-mode transition. Smoothened aerodynamic forces have significant performance implications for fixed-wing VTOL MAVs. Smoothened-force analysis may yield better benefits than analysis of high-frequency force perturbations, at least in the near-term. For that reason, a somewhat aggressive filter is used to smooth the data.
Processing is done as follows: data is acquired from the balance at 1000 Hz in the form of voltages, which are converted into forces. Repeated runs are averaged and then filtering is applied. Various parameters are determined in time-steps of 8 ms by motion-generation files (including instantaneous AOA and freestream velocity). Aerodynamic coefficients are expressed in terms of AOA and they are determined based on freestream velocity. Accordingly, balance data is reduced to 125 Hz after it is filtered so it can be matched, point-to-point, with pre-determined parameter values.
Several different filters were applied to the data to determine its sensitivity to filtering. Figures 26 and 27 provide the reader with a sense of filtering-effects. Figure 26 shows lift coefficient data for the wing with elevatordeflection 0 degrees and throttle-setting 65%. Each curve represents a different non-dimensional pitching rate, . Plots are presented with AOA on the abscissa, so unsteady curves can be compared with steady ones. The same raw data was used for all subplots in Figure 39 , and the data has been processed with a Butterworth filter of order 4. Butterworth filters are fairly common, so additional information can be obtained from various sources. 20 Data was post-processed using different frequency-filters. Subplot (1,1) shows data filtered above 15 Hz, subplot (1,2) utilizes a 10 Hz low-pass filter, subplot (2,1) shows the result of filtering above 7.5 Hz, and subplot (2,2) shows the result of filtering above 5 Hz.
Fig. 26 4 th -order low-pass Butterworth filters (varied frequency)
In Figure 26 , a parameter of particular interest is C Lmax . Regardless of filter-frequency C Lmax is highest at a pitching rate of 2 rad/s, then 0 rad/s and lastly -2 rad/s. Qualitative inconsistency between curves is not observed. When the cutoff frequency is lowered, C Lmax is reduced. Figure 39 shows that, when cutoff frequency is lowered from 15 Hz to 5 Hz, apparent stall AOA increases from 32 degrees to 35 degrees for the = 0.0310 curve. Quantitative results are sensitive to filtering.
Spectral analysis suggests that a 10 Hz low-pass filter is an appropriate choice. Because CPR motions only lasted 0.44 and 0.87s, filtering below 10 Hz can be expected to distort meaningful results. Low-frequency signals above 10 Hz appear to be primarily mechanical or electromagnetic in nature and high-frequency signals are not analyzed in this study. The smoothness of the curves increases as the order of the filter increases. Stall AOA does not appear to be affected by filter order, but the magnitude of C Lmax is significantly affected. The 2 nd order filter predicts C Lmax for = 0.0310 to be 1.9, whereas the 12 th order filter predicts C Lmax to be a little over 1.7. Some important plot features are sensitive to filter order, particularly when it is low. Comparison of Figures 26 and 27 suggest that the effect of decreasing filter frequency is similar to the effect of increasing filter order, but there are some important differences. For the = -0.0310 curve, maximum lift seems to change with filter frequency, but not with filter order. In Figure  40 there is a weak oscillation of the = -0.0310 curve above 50 degrees AOA. The wave persists even as filter order increases. The 5 Hz low-pass filter in Figure 26 eradicates the oscillation entirely. Several such comparisons may be made. After due consideration, a low-pass 10 Hz, 12 th order Butterworth filter is selected for dataprocessing.
III.D. Verification of Results
Research and Engineering Education Facility (REEF) data is compared with data obtained at the University of Arizona (UA). Similarity parameters must be matched for proper comparison. Reynolds number was not constant at either facility. At REEF the wing translated in the flow direction when the pitching rate was non-zero, resulting in variation of freestream velocity. The closed-section tunnel at UA caused flow speed variation as the model was pitched due to section blockage. Nonetheless, Reynolds number was always within 4.7% of its mean value (86,000), which was matched between all presented tests at both facilities.
Propulsive conditions were also considered. First, it was verified that the same static thrust coefficient is obtained at both facilities. Thrust coefficient is a strong function of advance ratio. Under static conditions the advance ratio is zero at both facilities, and thrust coefficient agreement is expected (Table 5) . Air density at REEF was 1.21 kg/m 3 and at UA it was 1.11 kg/m 3 . Note that thrust is halved in the thrust coefficient equation (Nomenclature) because two propellers contribute to measured thrust. Under wind-on conditions, advance ratio is expected to have varied as much as 5% between the two facilities (at the same Reynolds number, AOA and throttlesetting). Table 5 Propulsive conditions at REEF and UA UA and REEF data is compared after a brief UA-data description. UA test-section blockage resulted in freestream velocity variation of up to 2.0% of its target value (at the model). Dynamic pressure deviated with freestream velocity, but because dynamic pressure was recorded at each AOA its variation is known. Naturally, testsection blockage was higher at UA when the wing was present (tests) then when the wing was not present (tares). Velocity differences between tests and tares at UA were as high as 1%. A sensitivity study was conducted. It was concluded that dynamic pressure corresponding to tests (not tares) should be used for non-dimesionalization because wing-present tests were approximately five times more sensitive to dynamic pressure variation. Test-tare AOA misalignment is not expected to be higher than 0.6 degrees.
Confidence in REEF data is high. The experimental apparatus at REEF is quite streamlined and blockage was not an issue with an open test section. Figure 28 compares UA and REEF data at throttle settings of 0, 55 and 65%. Steady data taken at UA spans 0-90 degrees AOA. Agreement between the facilities is acceptable.
Fig. 28 Comparison of steady REEF and UA data with and t varied
Unsteady coefficients were only obtained at REEF, so cross-verification of dynamic data is not possible. An unconventional approach was adopted to evaluate the accuracy of dynamic data. A sting balance collected data during one-second pauses before and after each pitching motion. Noticeable transients generally died off toward the end of the no-motion periods. As a result, quasi-steady data related to dynamic tests was obtained.
Quasi-steady data is expected to compare favorably with steady data under equivalent conditions (neglecting hysteresis). Overall quasi-steady agreement increases ones general confidence in dynamic data. Condition-by- condition comparison infers a level of confidence for each particular unsteady curve. Table 6 compares quasi-steady and steady data. The table is referenced during results discussion. In Table 6 QS is short for quasi-steady and ST is short for steady. Shaded and un-shaded blocks correspond to particular conditions (elevator deflection, throttle-setting and pitching-rate). For each block, quasi-steady coefficients are provided at two different angles of attack: one before, and one after, each motion. Table 6 Confidence in dynamic data from quasi-steady and steady comparison To match the AOA of quasi-steady data, steady data were linearly interpolated. Initially, Table 6 showed significant disagreement for a few blocks of data. As a result, some constituent tests were repeated. Agreement between quasi-steady and steady coefficients is acceptable. For lift coefficient, the average discrepancy between QS and ST values is 0.06. For drag coefficient, it is 0.03.
V. Unsteady results
This study investigates aerodynamic effects of constant-rate pitching. The aerodynamic center of a wing is chosen as the point of rotation. Unsteady data is compared against steady data via AOA, which is specified as the angle between freestream velocity and wing instantaneous root chord (as depicted in Figure 14) . If desired, coefficient time-dependency may be extrapolated from presented data.
**
The effect of pitching-rate on aerodynamic coefficients depends on more than just advance ratio, AOA, and Reynolds number. Plots are also distinguished by non-dimensional pitching rate, which is a similarity variable that is defined in Nomenclature. Non-dimensional pitching rate is the inverse of the Rossby number and has been applied to pure-pitching airfoil research by Visbal and Shang.
21 Table 7 relates non-dimensional pitching-rate, dimensional pitching-rate and AOA rate-of-change using row-equivalency. Because there is freestream velocity variation during pitching maneuvers, mean values (with less than 5% deviation) are presented for . Table 8 relates advance ratio, throttle-setting and propeller rotation-rate. Propeller rotation-rate varies with both AOA and freestream velocity, and may vary with pitching-rate. Presented values for n and J are mean values based on steady data (with deviation up to approximately 5%). 
V.A. Propulsion System
Propulsive motors did not include encoders. During dynamic tests propeller rotation-rates were not experimentally determined. Approximation of unsteady propeller rotation-rates by steady ones may be reasonable; unsteady effects on propulsive forces and moments were fairly slight. Nonetheless, unsteady propulsive data is presented in dimensional form in Figures 29 and 30 . Neglecting insufficiently-damped oscillation for power-on conditions thrust was within 10% of its steady value throughout the testing domain and propeller normal force was within 0.1 N of its steady value.
Fig. 29 Propulsive forces vs. itemized by for t = 65%, V = 9.2 m/s
Propulsive moment is taken about a point that is located on the thrust-axis directly between the propeller discs. Steady propulsive moment is assumed to lie between the curves for = .0155 and = -.0155. The closeness of the curves in Figure 30 demonstrates that propulsive moment is not sensitive to pitching-rate.
. 
V.B. Wing Lift Coefficient
Universal observations can be made from Figure 31 . Higher throttle-settings lead to greater stall delay regardless of pitching-rate (which is consistent with Figure 9 ). For positive pitching-rates, stall is delayed and higher maximum lift coefficients are obtained, while the opposite is true for negative pitching-rates. As throttle-setting increases unsteady effects diminish in relative magnitude. For instance, as a result of positive-pitching C Lmax increases by about 50 % from its steady value in subplot (1,2) but in subplot (3, 2) it increases by only 15%. As decreases in magnitude, so too does its relative effect. All subplots demonstrate that lift coefficient begins to converge near 70 degrees AOA. It is not known whether complete convergence is achieved by 90 degrees.
Detailed examination of individual curves can lead to additional insight. Two curves are conspicuously absent: = 0.0310 in subplot (2,1) and = 0.0310 in subplot (3, 1) . Recall that Table 6 infers a level of confidence in particular curves. Table 6 shows considerable lift coefficient disagreement at 75 degrees AOA for the aberrant curves. For subplots (2, 1) and (3, 1) there is probably considerable error in = 0.0310 lift data, particularly at high AOA. Accordingly, suspect curves are omitted.
Pitching-rate curves noticeably oscillate in subplots (1,1) (1,2) (2,1) and (2,2), especially at high AOA when the slipstream is absent. Oscillations may be due to inadequate filtering. As the slipstream is strengthened, oscillation amplitudes reduce, as seen in subplots (3,1) and (3, 2) . If minor data oscillation is neglected, it can be concluded that higher pitching-rate results in higher lift coefficient throughout the tested AOA domain (holding all else constant).
The variation of lift coefficient with pitching-rate is extremely important. Smooth variation of lift coefficient with pitching-rate is observed in subplot (3, 2) , and in subplots (2,1) and (3, 1) . The = 0.0155 curve in subplot (2,2) appears to have offset error. If = 0.0155 in subplot (2,2) is neglected, it can be stated that, under propulsion-on conditions, lift coefficient progresses smoothly with pitching-rate. When throttle-setting is high rapid-pitching liftbehavior is quite regular. Fortunately, throttle-setting is always high during real-world transition. Subplot (3,2) features both a high throttle-setting and negative elevator-deflection. It most accurately describes a real-world horizontal-to-vertical transition.
In light of Figure 31 one additional remark should be made. Curves for = 0.0155 in subplot (1,1) and = 0.0310 in subplot (1,2) appear to be abnormally flattened. Table 8 suggests that the curves are accurate. Curveflattening was not observed when the slipstream was present. Substantive comments cannot be made without further investigation. Related flow physics will be examined in a future study to include unsteady flow visualization using the smoke-wire technique. 
V.C. Wing Drag Coefficient
Non-dimensional pitching rate is varied in Figure 32 , which shows drag coefficient results for the wing. Smooth drag variation with pitching-rate is observed when the slipstream is present. Neglecting = 0.0155 in subplot (1,1), along with minor oscillation, leads to the conclusion that higher pitching-rate results in higher drag over the entire AOA-domain. Drag increases with both pitching-rate and throttle-setting. Drag curves seem to converge near 20 degrees AOA, especially at higher throttle-settings. Low AOA curve-convergence suggests that, prior to wing stall, pitching-rate has a less-pronounced effect on drag. At very low angle of attack unsteady effects may be negligible. In subplots (3,1) and (3,2) positive pitching-rate curves feature salient drag peaks. Drag-curve peaks appear when the slipstream is strong, and they form at higher AOAs when pitching-rate is high. Relative to maximum wing lift, drag-peaks occur at a slightly higher AOA. 
V.D. Wing Aerodynamic Efficiency
Wing aerodynamic efficiency, C L /C D , may be used to establish useful relationships between lift and drag coefficients. Such relationships may be used, for instance, to describe drag as a function of lift.
Figure 33 presents aerodynamic efficiency data for different non-dimensional pitching rates. Pitching-rate curves converge for AOA greater than 30 degrees, with one exception: = -0.0310 in subplot (2,2). The exception is considered to be erroneous. In the 30-70 degree AOA region, for Re = 86K, efficiency is approximately independent of pitching-rate, throttle-setting and elevator deflection. Efficiency curves diverge in the 20-30 degree AOA region, which is most apparent in subplot (3, 2) , where positive pitching clearly increases efficiency. = 0.0310 curves in subplots (2,1) and (3,1) are not presented due to lift inaccuracy suggested by Table 8 .
Fig. 33 Wing aerodynamic efficiency versus itemized by
t and e for Re = 86K
V.E. Wing Moment Coefficient
Figure 34 presents moment coefficient data about the AC of the test subject's wing. Unsteady curve outliers are not presented, and zero pitching-rate data was not accurately obtained. Although zero pitching-rate curves are not shown, it may be assumed that zero-rate curves lie somewhere between positive and negative pitching-rate curves. With that assumption, additional conclusions may be drawn. The most complete data is presented in subplot (2,1) where steady moment can be expected to lie between = -0.0155 and = 0.0155. Negative elevator deflection increases moment coefficient (nose-up) throughout the AOA domain. Figure 45 infers that the test subject's wing could be effectively used in a free-flying model.
Static longitudinal stability for an aircraft requires that:
(a) pitch-stiffness be positive (negative change in moment with AOA about vehicle CG), and (b) pitching-moment, about vehicle CG, be balanced (equal to zero).
Aircraft CG is nearly coincident with wing AC for many fixed-wing VTOL MAV designs. For many designs, the weight of an aircraft does not induce significant moment about its AC, which is presently assumed for discussion. The experimental AOA domain covers near-stall through post-stall. In the tested AOA region, regardless of pitching rate, throttle-setting or elevator deflection, wing moment decreases as AOA increases. Therefore, if aerodynamic forces on other components are ignored, positive-stiffness is achieved throughout the domain.
Subplot (3,1) suggests balanced pitch-stable flight at approximately 20 degrees AOA and subplots (2,2) and (3,2) suggest pitch-stable flight at approximately 25 and 28 degrees, respectively. When the wing alone is considered balanced flight is not achievable beyond 28 degrees AOA for the presented conditions, as freestream velocity is quite high (9.2 m/s). Neglecting the potentially de-stabilizing influences of other aircraft parts, a free-flight aircraft with a flying-wing design can successfully utilize the tested wing.
Unsteady aerodynamics is also considered. For a constant-altitude case of vehicle flight both pitching-rate and AOA rate-of-change are equal. Over the tested domain, the change in moment coefficient with pitching-rate is negative. Therefore, more rapid nose-up pitching results in greater loss of nose-up moment, and vice-versa for negative pitching. It follows that, in the stall and post-stall region, irrespective of angle of attack, pitching is aerodynamically resisted. 
VI. Conclusions
Micro air vehicles are small aircraft that can fulfill many practical operational roles when used as sensor platforms. Different MAVs use different devices for lift generation, including: fixed, rotary and flapping wings. Fixed-wing VTOL MAVs combine the advantages of both fixed and rotary-wing MAVs. Autonomous operation is desirable and has been successfully demonstrated for some, but not all, flight conditions. Aerodynamic research was conducted toward improving autonomous-execution of rapid-pitching maneuvers.
Several conclusions related to the steady aerodynamics of fixed-wing VTOL MAVs with a Zimmerman wing and contra-rotating propellers have been drawn from presented data. At Re = 86K and AOA 20-70 degrees, thrust coefficient increases linearly with angle of attack, and normal force coefficient increases nonlinearly. Increasing throttle-setting delays stall and increases maximum lift coefficient. As throttle-setting increases, lift and drag coefficients increase throughout the tested AOA domain. Efficiency curves converge in the stall region (around 30 degrees AOA) and remained converged thereafter (up to at least 70 degrees).
Many conclusions related to rapid-pitching aerodynamics were also drawn. Nose-up pitching delays stall and increases maximum lift coefficient, while nose-down pitching hastens stall and reduces maximum lift coefficient. Generally, positive pitching seems to increase lift coefficient throughout the transition maneuver, while negative pitching reduces it. Stall and lift-coefficient are affected by pitching regardless of throttle-setting or elevator deflection, but pitching effects are most salient when the throttle-setting is low (weak slipstream) and the pitchingrate is high (rapid-pitching).
Variation of lift with pitching-rate is more regular when the slipstream is present. Smoother progression is expected to have a beneficial effect on transition flight performance and it is expected to simplify empirical aerodynamic modeling. Furthermore, lift coefficient curves begin to converge on steady curves near 70 degrees AOA. Unsteady effects on lift at very high angle of attack are expected to be small. Near-stall lift-curve flattening was observed for some pitch-up curves, which significantly changed lift-curve shape. The phenomenon appears to depend on particular combinations of elevator deflection and pitching rate, but the flattening effect is limited to power-off (no slipstream) cases that will not be used in practice.
Slipstream-induced curve-smoothening is apparent for drag curves as well. Unlike lift-curves, drag-curves begin to converge near 20 degrees AOA, which suggests that rapid-pitching may have a limited effect on drag at angles of attack significantly below stall. It can be generally stated that higher pitching-rate results in higher drag over the entire domain.
Responses of lift and drag to rapid-pitching result is very interesting wing efficiency behavior. Rapid-pitching efficiency curves converge on steady efficiency curves near 30 degrees AOA. From 30-70 degrees (at Re = 86K) efficiency is virtually independent of pitching-rate, throttle-setting and elevator deflection. At lower AOA (near 20 degrees) efficiency curves diverge.
Pitching-rate has a significant effect on wing moment. Positive pitching-rate decreases wing moment coefficient relative to its steady value, and vice-versa for negative pitching-rates. The wing exhibits pitch-damping, which is irrespective of AOA-effects. Pitching-effects on wing moment are most dramatic when elevator-deflection is zero.
The propulsion system is not sensitive to pitching-rate; under power-on conditions, neglecting oscillation, thrust was within 10% of its steady value throughout the testing domain and propeller normal force was within 0.1 N. Propulsive moment was little-affected.
Data presented in this paper will be used to improve autopilot control algorithms and enhance the flightperformance of MAVs with configurations similar to MV2. The data advances understanding of the effect of rapidpitching on VTOL MAV aerodynamics. Detailed analysis of the physics underlying pitching-effects is left to future studies, which should also address the relationship between Reynolds number variation and pitching-rate effects.
